Costa Rica Coast to Coast

12 Days

Spend 12 exciting days seeing Costa Rica from both coasts. Visit the hot springs in Orosi, tour the
canals of Tortuguero and gaze at the volcano at Arenal. A great way to see everything this colourful
country has to offer!

TOUR DETAILS:

TOUR MAP:

Starts in: San Jose / Ends in: San Jose
Departs: Every day of the year
No local payment required
Breakfast:11, Lunch: 3, Dinner: 2
Hotel Rating: Standard, superior or deluxe (dependent
upon your chosen itinerary)
Tour Guide: Local guides for scheduled sightseeing

ONLINE RESOURCES:
For a detailed GO GUIDE - click here
To book this trip - click here
To enquire about this trip - click here
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Costa Rica Coast to Coast

12 Days

Day 1: San Jose
Upon arrival into San Jose airport you will be met and and
transferred to your hotel. The rest of the day is at leisure to start
exploring San Jose or just to relax in the hotel. Overnight - San
Jose
Days 2 - 3:
This morning enjoy a guided tour of the capital, visiting San Jose’s
beautiful Sabana Park, museums and historic sites. In the
afternoon travel on to Orosi. On the morning of day 3 take a
guided tour of Orosi. "The Orosi Valley offers a variety of
attractions. Hike some of the local trails or relax at the local hot
springs. The Orosi Valley is located approximately 35 km southeast
of San Jose and approximately 15 km southeast of Cartago the
original capital. You are centrally located between the towns of
Paraiso and Orosi on the main highway. Within the Orosi Valley
there is hiking, bicycling, historical sites and ruins, and coffee
plantations or, spend the day lounging in local hot springs.
Overnight - Orosi
Days 4 - 5: Tortuguero
Breakfast at the hotel and departure to Tortuguero. Lunch in a
local restaurant in Siquirres before you arrive to Caño Blanco dock
where you will be transferred through the Tortuguero canals.
Lunch is at the hotel and you will then visit the Caribbean
Conservation Center. The hotel is located in the north eastern
corner of Tortuguero, and accessible only by air and water. It is the
ideal location from which to explore this unique and magical area,
surrounded by towering trees and exuberant vegetation and are
adorned with tropical designs.

Days 6 - 7:
Leaving the jungle, travel on to Arenal in Costa Rica’s fertile
northern lowlands. Until 2010, it was Costa Rica’s most active
volcano. Much to the enjoyment of its visitors, Arenal spewed
enormous amounts of lava, gas and ash on a regular basis. That
eruptive cycle – which began with the infamous eruption of 1968
– ended recently. In October 2010, Arenal entered into an
indeterminate resting phase. For the time being, visitors will be
unable to watch the much-loved explosions, although that could
change within a matter of months or years. Travellers to Arenal will
still enjoy its bountiful sights, sounds and activities— there are
mountains to be hiked, lakes to be fished and rivers to be floated.
As one of the country’s most scenic and accessible areas, it is a
requisite stop on any tour of Costa Rica.
The following day enjoy a trek through Arenal Volcano National
Park. The afternoon is free for optional activities such as horse
riding, canyoning or a boat tour of Cano Negro wildlife reserve.
Overnight - La Fortuna

In the morning of day 5 take a guided tour into the canals of
Tortuguero. It’s the Caribbean version of the Amazon. The
Tortuguero Canals are an extensive system of natural and
man-made waterways used both for simple transportation and
jungle exploration. Travelling through the canals is a fascinating
experience rich in wildlife that includes monkeys, iguanas, and
colourful tropical birds. After the visit you will come back to the
hotel to take your breakfast and have the rest of the day free to
enjoy the peace and harmony of the place. kayaks free (upon
request to the hotel) Overnight - Tortuguero

Days 8 - 9:
After breakfast on day 8 you depart to Monteverde. This transport
is shared with other customers. You take a vehicle at the hotel
then you cross Lake Arenal to get to the Monteverde border where
another vehicle is waiting for you to take you to your hotel.
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Costa Rica Coast to Coast
On day 9 take a guided naturalist walk in Monteverde. Appreciate
the night life of the nature with this authentic tour in Monteverde.
The Monteverde Cloud Forest Reserve will astound visitors with its
beauty, bounty and great amount of biodiversity. Wind-sculpted
elfin woodlands give way to rainforests where tall trees –
festooned with orchids, bromeliads, ferns, vines and mosses – rise
high into the sky. Overnight - Monteverde

12 Days

Trip Highlights
San Jose - Costa Rica's cosmopolitan capital
La Fortuna and the active Arenal Volcano
Lake Arenal - picturesque highland lake
Monteverde Cloud Forest Reserve - shrouded in a canopy
of cloud and home to a wonderful array of flora and fauna
Manuel Antonio National Park on the Pacific coast beautiful beaches, lush rainforest and lots of wildlife
Tortuguero National Park - a Green Sea Turtle nesting
ground, teaming with wildlife.
Orosi Valley - hot springs and local trails.

What's Included
11 nights standard accommodation (superior and deluxe
avaiolable on request)
11 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 2 dinners
Airport transfers
Entrance into Monteverde Reserve and Manuel Antonio
Park
Shuttle transfers from Arenal - Monteverde and
Monteverde - Manuel Antonio (shared with other
travellers)
All other transfers in a private vehicle.
Guided tour of San Jose, Orosi, Tortuguero Canals and
Caribbean Conservation Centre.
Guided tour of San Jose, Orosi, Tortuguero Canals and
Caribbean Conservation Centre. An excursion to Arenal
Volcano NP (hike) and Monteverde Cloud Forest (including
a naturalist walk).
Entrance fees for all included excursions and activities.

Days 10 - 11:
Take a shuttle transfer to Manuel Antonio where you’ll enjoy two
days at leisure to relax on the beautiful beaches or enjoy a range
of activities within the park including a forest canopy tour and
ocean kayaking. Overnight - Manuel Antonio

What's Not Included
International flights, departure and border taxes and visas.
Tips on all excursions. Tip for your tour guides - an entirely
personal gesture.
Meals - allow US$25-30 spending money per day to cover
meals, snacks, drinks, limited souvenirs and any extras.
Items of a personal nature.
Day 12: San Jose
Today you'll get a private transfer to San Jose airport for your flight
home. End of arrangements.

WHAT YOU SEE AND WHAT YOU GET:
Below is a list of key highlights and what is included on this tour.
Further, where appropriate, we have listed the items that are not
included in the tour price.

PRICES AND DATES: from USD $2,449
Prices shown are ‘per person’, based on a travelling party of at
least 2 adults. The single supplement price needs to be added to
the twin/double price if single rooms are required. If travelling
solo, an additional ‘1-person’ supplement will apply Prices are
indicative and will vary depending on your chosen hotels, room
availability as well as time of travel. Please bear this in mind if
comparing prices as we always aim to deliver exceptional value.

Date
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